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1 SAP Hana Enterprise Cloud Customer Statement 
 “…Customer has gone through a series of mergers and acquisitions domestically and 
internationally. each of the companies has used competing ERP solutions. The customer 
decided on a SAP HEC managed service for the consolidation of the disparate ERP systems.    

2 Customer Networking Requirements 
The customer wishes to connect to SAP HEC via SAP Cloud Peering, via Equinix.  However, to 
connect from their sites to Equinix, MPLS is too expensive and inflexible, and VPN is not 
secure, agile or performant enough. Customer therefore evaluated NetFoundry’s zero trust, 
cloud native networking alternative.  Customer decided to pilot since the NetFoundry solution 
could be brought up on demand and consumed as a service (NaaS), without WAN disruption or 
hardware deployments, from customer’s existing Internet connections.  After evaluating the 
NetFoundry solution, the customer decided to use NetFoundry to connect to Equinix.  

3 NetFoundry Networking – Customer Trial Results 
NetFoundry met security requirements.  NetFoundry’s Zero trust networking uses secure 
identification, authentication, and authorization.  After successful authentication, it is least 
privileged access with micro-segmentation.  This enabled the customer to securely use 
Internet, securely routing from end user devices and branch offices to Equinix. 

NetFoundry met agility requirements.  The customer spun up its private network within 
minutes, and connected first sites within hours.  This is because the solution is 100% software 
and cloud orchestrated, with all infrastructure managed in the NF  cloud, as a service (NaaS). 
 
NetFoundry met performance requirements.  The customer saw at least 200% performance 
improvement compared to VPN, as each software endpoint runs QoE optimization algorithms 
(NF founders hold over 20 optimization patents) to dynamically find the best paths across the 
NetFoundry Fabric. 
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4 Architecture 

Customer deployed NetFoundry virtual gateways at larger offices on existing compute, as well 
as at Equinix.  Customer used laptop and mobile clients for small offices and remote staff.  

Logical architecture:   

High level diagram: 
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5 Summary 
The customer needed a private network solution for SAP HEC.  Deploying a traditional private 
network via dedicated circuits or VPN tunnels didn’t meet customer requirements for agility, 
security, performance or cost.  Customer therefore evaluated the new solution for private 
networking: private, zero trust networking via NetFoundry’s platform and NaaS solution, 
requiring no hardware or circuit provisioning. 

The initial customer private overlay network was created and securely connected to the SAP 
HEC Data Center within two hours.  The customer also found value in the ease of post-network 
creation management and administration.  For example, application-specific, micro-
segmented networks (“AppWANs”) were created via web console to enforce policies for 
groups with different access requirements such as users, administrators and contractors, 
without needing to configure or change firewalls. 

Using Equinix, with NetFoundry virtual gateways at Equinix, enabled the customer to leverage 
SAP Cloud Peering, and be natively supported by SAP’s HEC architecture.  With NetFoundry 
managing the infrastructure between customer sites and Equinix as NaaS, and SAP managing 
the infrastructure between Equinix and HEC data centers as part of their managed service, the 
customer was able to enjoy end-to-end private networking, without deploying any 
infrastructure or circuits.   

The customer now uses NetFoundry’s cloud orchestrated, zero trust platform and NaaS to use 
SAP via their private SAP network.  The results included: 

 Time savings of weeks to months (critical – customer needed SAP up and running asap) 
 30% decrease in initial costs (more savings over the lifetime due to the elimination of 

the management overhead of alternative private networking options) 
 Better security (zero trust) 
 Better performance (200% to 400% improvement for most sites; customer was able to 

sync entire database in a morning over 100 Mbps connection) 
 Better ability to migrate other apps to cloud – the customer leverages the same 

NetFoundry platform to spin up zero trust AppWANs to any cloud 

 

 
 
 

 


